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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses an approach for the feature extrac-
tion for audio genre classification and many other tasks of
music information retrieval (MIR). Many musical genres
are characterized not only by timbral information but also
by temporal features such as rhythm patterns and bass-line
patterns. In particular, modern music pieces mostly have
certain fixed rhythm and bass-line patterns per genre, and
the extraction of these representative patterns is thought to
be useful for genre classification. We have proposed the
extraction of rhythm and bass-line patterns, and using this
method, a new feature extraction system was implemented
into Marsyas which is a open source software framework
for audio analysis, synthesis and retrieval for MIR.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing size of music collections available
on computers and portable music players, researches re-
lated to music information retrieval (MIR) including au-
tomatic genre classification from audio. Genre classifica-
tion has been provided a structured way of evaluating new
representations of musical content through a long time in
MIREX. In this task, not only instrumental information
but also rhythm and bass-line informations are thought to
be important. For instance, talking about rhythm pattern,
samba and tango have very similar timbre features but to-
tally different rhythmic patterns. About bass-line patterns,
bass parts in most rock songs consist of root notes of the
chords in a uniform rhythm, and comparison to this, bass
parts in jazz songs have a lot of characteristic movements
which are called walking bass. If such representative bar-
long rhythm and bass-line patterns in music can be cap-
tured automatically as templates, they can potentially be
used to characterize different music genres directly from
audio signals.

In previous research, timbral features, rhythmic features
and pitch features have been used for audio genre classi-
fication [1]. In this work, the timbral features were the
most dominant and the pitch features used were not lim-
ited to the bass register. Research more closely related to
extracting rhythmic pattern are work with rhythmic pat-
terns includes Dixon [2] which extract a periodical pattern
from acoustic signals heuristically and Peeters [3] which
extracts features based on the periodicity of the spectrum.
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These approaches can successfully discriminate styles such
samba or tango primarily based on rhythmic information.
Studies more related to bass part extraction are represented
by Goto [4] who modeled musical melodic and bass notes
with Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and estimated both
of them. Using this pitch estimation method, Marolt [5]
worked on the clustering of melodic lines using GMM.
Researches using bass-line information for genre classifi-
cation include [6] and [7]. However the bass-line features
discussed here were based on overall statistics and did not
represent directly temporal information.

In this paper, we discuss an approach for extracting unit
rhythm and bass-line patterns from a number of audio tracks
and propose a feature vector for the application to genre
classification. First, we separate percussive sounds and
harmonic sounds of the audio tracks and estimate bar lines
which divide tracks into measures. Then we propose a
clustering method specialized to rhythm patterns using a
combination of dynamic programming andk-means clus-
tering, and to bass-line patterns based on thek-means clus-
tering algorithm. For the purpose of an application to au-
dio genre classification, the scheme to extract feature vec-
tor based on extracted patterns which contain temporal in-
formation is suggested. All process is implemented using
an open source softwareMarsyas1 which is open source
software with specific emphasis on Music Information Re-
trieval (MIR) [8].

2. HARMONIC/PERCUSSIVE SOUNDS
SEPARATION

Generally, harmonic and percussive sounds are mixed in
the observed spectrograms of audio pieces. Therefore in
order to perform rhythm and bass-line pattern analysis it
is useful to separate these components as a preprocess-
ing, percussive components for rhythm analysis and har-
monic components for bass-line analysis. We utilize the
harmonic/percussive sound separation (HPSS) technique
proposed by Ono [9] that is based on the difference of gen-
eral timbral features. By looking at the upper left figure in
Fig. 1, a typical instance of spectrogram, one can observe
that harmonic components tend to be continuous along the
temporal axis in particular frequencies. On the other hand,
percussive components tend to be continuous along the fre-
quency axis and temporally short. Mask functions for sep-
arating the two components (harmonic and percussive) are
calculated following a maximum a priori (MAP) estima-
tion approach using the expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm. Applying this approach to the shown spectro-
gram, harmonic and percussive components are separated

1 http://marsyas.sness.net/



Figure 1. The original spectrogram (upper left), the
harmonics-emphasized spectrogram (upper right) and the
percussion-emphasized spectrogram (lower left) of a pop-
ular music piece (RWC-MDB-G-2001 No.6 [10]). The
low-pass filtered logarithmic spectrogram calculated us-
ing wavelet transform from harmonics-emphasized spec-
trogram is shown in lower right figure.

(harmonic and percussive components are shown in the up-
per right and the lower left of Fig. 1 respectively).

3. BAR-LONG UNIT PATTERN CLUSTERING

3.1 Rhythm Pattern Clustering

Bar-long percussive patterns are frequently common and
characteristic of a particular genre or style. Automatically
detecting these patterns is a “chicken-and-egg” problem in
that sets of bar-long unit rhythm patterns may be deter-
mined only after their corresponding unit boundaries in the
music pieces are given, and vice versa. This is complicated
by tempo fluctuations which might cause the unit pattern to
stretch or shrink.

In order to solve these problems, the rhythm map which
we have proposed [11, 12] is employed. The rhythm map
is an approach to estimate representative bar-long percus-
sive patterns and its segmentation (i.e. bar lines) simul-
taneously. This algorithm also requires the source sepa-
ration method shown in previous subsection as a prepro-
cessing and deals with the percussive-emphasized spectro-
gram. By iterating dynamic programming (DP) matching
and updating the templates used for DP matching based on
the k-means-clustering-like update rules, both segmenta-
tion and templates themselves are updated. After conver-
gence, the multiple percussive patterns in the input song
are learned and the optimal segmentation is obtained. We
use this estimated segmentation as bar lines. Fig. 3 illus-
trates the flow of this algorithm.

3.2 Bass-line Pattern Clustering

Bar-long bass-line patterns are also frequently common
and characteristic of a particular genre. Bar lines have
been already estimated in the process shown in section 3.1.
Therefore, only problem to be solved is that unit bass-line
patterns are shifted in pitch according to the chord played.
For example, a pattern consists of only root notes in a uni-
form rhythm, all notes in this pattern need to be pitch-
shifted by the same amount of notes according to the chord,
because the root note changes accompany with the chord
changes. Fig. 3 illustrates the flow of the algorithm.
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Figure 2. The flow diagram of the extraction of rhythm
patterns.

Figure 3. The flow diagram of the bass-line pattern extrac-
tion.

If there was no pitch shift (problem III) a simplek-
means clustering approach can be used to estimate the rep-
resentative bar-long bass-line patterns: Distances between
each bar-long spectrogram pattern and centroid spectro-
gram patterns are calculated, and the centroids are updated
by averaging the sample patterns. In order to deal with
pitch-shift problem, we have proposed an approach where
every possible pitch-shift is compared ink-means frame-
work [13]. The lower right of Fig. 1 shows the logarith-
mic spectrogram which is processed low-pass filtering af-
ter Gabor wavelet transform whose frequency resolution
is semitone (100 cents). The low-pass filtering (actually a
band-pass filtering) was done by setting high and low fre-
quency components to be zero. This kind of spectrogram
is used for this purpose.

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION

4.1 Genre Classification via Pattern Clustering

Ideally percussive patterns for a particular genre or style
would be fixed and would be automatically extracted per-
fectly. If that was the case then automatic genre classi-
fication could be performed simply by looking at which
particular rhythm and bass-line patterns are used in a mu-
sic piece. However in practice there is no guarantee that
patterns are fixed for a particular genre/style or that their
automatic extraction will be perfect. Therefore in many
cases the percussive and bass-line patterns of a particular
music piece will belong to more than one genre. To ad-
dress these problems simultaneously we utilize a pattern
occurrence histogram and distance related representation
followed statistical machine learning to automatically clas-



sify music genre. Supervised learning classifiers such as
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [14] can be used for this
purpose.

4.2 Percussive Pattern Feature Extraction

One possible way to extract feature vector is count up which
percussive pattern templates are contained in a song and
calculating the genre pattern occurrence histogram, simi-
larly to Latent Semantic Indexing approach [15].

If M pattern templates are learned from genreg (g =
1, . . . , G), an alignment can be calculated using dynamic
programming to get the templatesTm,g that exist in the
songs. Then, the occurrence number of the patterns from
genreg can be simply calculated by summation as follows:

cs,g =
M∑

m=1

cs,m,g (1)

wherecs,m,g is the number of the templateTm,g in the
songs, and the eventualG dimensional pattern occurrence
histogram features vectorx of songs can be written as

xg =
cs,g

Ns
(2)

which is normalized byNs, the number of measure in the
songs.

4.3 Bass-line Pattern Feature Extraction

For bass-line pattern, one way to extract feature vector is
calculating distances between every measure of input spec-
trogram and every template pattern and averaging them
through whole an input piece. Even though there is a pos-
sibility for a music piece to belong to more than one genre
templates, the distances between spectrogram in the in-
put piece and learned templates are still affected, e.g., one
measure spectrogram in blues song is close enough to the
templates learned from blues collection even if its distance
is not the smallest.

The mathematical definition of the feature vector is fol-
lowing. After bass-line pattern templates are learned, we
haveK ·G templates whenK templates are learned fromG
genres. Then the distances between input song which have
M measures and learned templates are calculated. The av-
eraged distances are obtained as follows:

dl =
1
M

M∑

m=1

D(Xm, Bl) (3)

where1 ≤ l ≤ KG is the template number. The feature
vectorx can be written as

x = (d1, d2, . . . , dKG)T . (4)

We use this feature vector for a supervised learning classi-
fication to classify music genre.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We discussed an approach for clustering bar-long com-
mon percussive patterns and bass-line patterns for partic-
ular genres/styles and extracting feature vectors for genre
classification. We used HPSS technique to separate per-
cussive components and harmonic components from audio
signals as a preprocessing. Percussive patterns were clus-
tered using a combination of one-pass DP andk-means

clustering algorithm. Bass-line patterns were clustered us-
ing a new clustering method based onk-means clustering
with pitch-shift. For audio genre classification, new feature
vectors were defined as pattern occurrence histograms for
percussive patterns and as averaged distances from each
template for bass-line patterns.

Future work includes usingn-gram model approach rather
than only looking at the uni-gram histogram. Additionally,
other features than pattern distance vector can be devised.
Combination with other features like chord transition in-
formation can be done to improve further genre classifica-
tion as well.
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